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CLAIM: Genetic entropy shows that species are accumulating detrimental mutational loads which will lead to

extinction. Speciation, adaptation, mutation and natural selection all select out, specialize and destroy genetic
information leading to a speciation dead end where adaptional extinction occurs via environmental change and
selective forces etc. Evolution actually leads to eventual extinction as biological and environmental factors act
to specialize and narrow a creatures adaptational ability into species niches. Such examples are poler bears,
poodles, the day fly, cheetahs etc. They have adapted and speciated from greater ancestors with net genetic
impoverishment narrowing their ability to adapt to different environments and their pre-designed adaptations for
survival diminish, a combined biological entropy.

Darwin, the rest of the story...

What if Darwin were some how transported to now, What would be the rest of
the story, with him knowing how complex life & cells are, what DNA is? Would he
conclude that surprisingly all the observational data of evolution leads to genetic
impoverishment and eventual extinction of creatures via natural selection, speciation,
mutation and environmental change?
DET is not de-evolution, as evolutionists will argue evolution is adaptation of species - change neither toward more
complexity or toward less complexity of features, but survival and procreation. This is disingenuous, as natural
progressive evolution is assumed in their tree of life examples, as creatures are assumed to progress in complexity
from single cell organisms to more complex creatures or features, such as their eye evolution.
If one examines the scientific information, it becomes starkly apparent from extinction, the fossil record, genetics
and observable speciation that creatures are diversifying, but in general are degeneration with less ability to adapt to
their environments - genetic impoverishment resulting in limited adaptation and degenerative evolution.
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